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Abstract: It is known that haloscopes that search for dark matter axions via the axion-photon anomaly
are also sensitive to gravitational radiation through the inverse Gertsenshtein effect. Recently this way
of searching for high frequency gravitational waves has gained momentum as it has been shown that
the strain sensitivity of such detectors, are of the same order of sensitivity to the axion-photon theta
angle. Thus, after calculating the sensitivity of a haloscope to an axion signal, we also have calculated
the order of magnitude sensitivity to a gravitational wave signal of the same spectral and temporal
form. However, it is unlikely that a gravitational wave and an axion signal will be of the same form,
since physically the way the signals are generated are completely different. For gravitational wave
detection, the spectral strain sensitivity is in units strain per square root Hz, is the natural way to
compare the sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors due to its independence on the gravitational
wave signal. In this work, we introduce a systematic way to calculate the spectral sensitivity of an
axion haloscope, so instrument comparison may be achieved independent of signal assumptions and
only depends on the axion to signal transduction sensitivity and noise in the instrument. Thus, the
calculation of the spectral sensitivity not only allows the comparison of dissimilar axion detectors
independent of signal, but also allows us to compare the order of magnitude gravitational wave
sensitivity in terms of spectral strain sensitivity, allowing comparisons to standard gravitational wave
detectors based on optical interferometers and resonant-mass technology.

Keywords: axion haloscope; high frequency gravitational waves; inverse Gertsenshtein effect

1. Introduction

Gravitational wave (GW) astronomy became a reality in 2015 [1,2] and with the con-
tinued success and discovery of astronomical sources with the large optical interferometer
detectors [3]. Operating detectors are only capable of probing in a relatively narrow band of
frequency (100 Hz–1 kHz), unlike the electromagnetic spectrum, where observations may
be conducted over a vast frequency range (from low RF to X-ray). Furthermore, recently
High Frequency Gravitational Waves (HFGW) in the MHz-GHz frequency range have
been considered as a probe for new physics [4–7]. This work relates to the comparison of
different detector technology capable of exploring the existence of astrophysical sources of
HFGWs. Currently there are a variety of solutions proposed and in some cases prototype
experiments have already been undertaken based on resonant-mass [8,9], optical interfer-
ometers [10,11], and the inverse Gertsenshtein effect [12–14]. In particular, recent work
based on the inverse Gertsenshtein effect shows that dark matter axion haloscopes, which
search for axions via the two-photon chiral anomaly [15], have a corresponding similar
order of sensitivity to high frequency gravitational waves [16–19], so that the dimensionless
strain sensitivity, hg, to gravitational waves, is of the same order of sensitivity to axion dark
matter in terms of the dimensionless axion-photon theta angle, θa, so that hg ∼ θa [17,19].
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Note, that θa is related to the product of the axion two-photon coupling, gaγγ and the axion
scalar field, a , by θa = gaγγa. Here g2

aγγ is in units of kg per second (or eV−2 in natural
units) and a2 is in units second per kg (or eV2 in natural units).

The axions is a hypothetical particle postulated to solve the strong charge-parity
problem in quantum chromodynamics, predicted to couple very weakly to other known
particles and to be produced in the early universe, and thus the scientific case that dark
matter may include axions or axionlike particles of varied mass and photon coupling has
recently gained momentum [20–44]. Currently there are many varied ideas and designs
for detectors worldwide, which implement the principle of dark matter detection through
the electromagnetic anomaly [45–88]. This means that the comparison of axion detectors
have become inexact, as axion haloscopes are usually compared by the limit they put on
gaγγ, which may include different experimental observables, assume different values of
axion dark matter density and coherence, and include varying integration times, leading to
exclusion plots and comparison between experiments, which may be misleading. Thus,
we introduce a systematic way to calculate the axion theta angle spectral sensitivity per√

Hz and compare the performance of a varying range of operational detectors as precision
instruments without considering the nature of the axion dark matter signal.

2. Spectral Sensitivity of a Photonic Axion Haloscope

In this section, we introduce the spectral density of photon-axion theta angle noise that
assumes nothing about the signal or the way we detect it, including the value of the dark
matter density [72]. This technique only considers the instrument signal transduction along
with the noise in the detector itself. To do this we characterise the noise within the detector
referred to the mean square of the axion-photon theta angle noise as a spectral density, SθN

in units 1/Hz, related by 〈θ2
N〉 =

´ f2
f1

SθN d f . In general electromagnetic axion haloscopes
of varying type measure distinctly different observables. Some examples include, power,
frequency, magnetic flux, current, voltage, etcetera, and thus for a generic detector we
define a generic experimental observable as, O, and axion transduction as, KO , so that

〈O〉 = KO〈θa〉, (1)

where the unit of transduction to the axion theta angle are in the same units as the experi-
mental observable. To improve detector sensitivity, the axion dark matter experimentalist
aims to maximise the axion signal transduction.

Associated with the detector transduction is the random noise in the instrument, which
limits the precision of the measurement and is usually limited by Nyquist fluctuations of
some sort. We define the spectral density of these observable fluctuations as SON in the
units of the observable squared per Hz. To improve detector sensitivity, the axion dark
matter experimentalists tries to minimise this value. Thus, from the value of instrument
transduction and noise, we may define the instruments spectral density of axion-photon
theta angle noise with a per root Hz sensitivity given by,

√
SθN =

√
SON

|KO |
. (2)

Here, SθN is the spectral density of theta angle fluctuations squared per Hertz. The
value of SθN is independent of the axion signal, and only dependent on detector parameters
such as the magnitude of the axion to signal transduction and the spectral density of noise
in the instrument. Thus, this is a good way to characterise and compare the sensitivity of
the instrument independent of the signal, in a similar way that gravitational wave detector
are characterised and compared with spectral strain sensitivity per

√
Hz. In the following

sections we calculate and compare the spectral sensitivity for a range of axion detectors.
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Consideration of the Signal

When searching for an axion or gravitational wave signal with an axion haloscope,
it helps if the wave form of the signal is known. A standard result in signal detection
theory [89] states that the signal to noise ratio is optimised by a filter which has a transfer
function proportional to the complex conjugate of the signal Fourier transform divided by
the total noise spectral density. Thus, if we search for a known signal with a matched filter
template, the optimum signal to noise ratio is given by,

SNR =
1

2π

ˆ ∞

−∞

Θa(jω)2

SθN (ω)
dω = 4

ˆ ∞

0

Θa( f )2

S+
θN
( f )

d f . (3)

Here, Θa(jω) is the Fourier transform of the axion signal in theta angle per Hz, and S+
θN

is the single sided spectral density of instrument theta angle noise as given in Equation (2),
which is related to the double sided spectral density by S+

θN
(ω) = 2SθN (ω). This method

is applicable when searching for gravitational waves signals of known form, and could
also be implemented when scanning for known dark matter transient signals. To look for
such signals a method on how to apply optimum signal templates needs to be developed
while scanning over the instrument bandwidth. Such templates could be applied by post
processing data that already exists from axion haloscopes, which have already put limits
on axion dark matter virialized within the galactic halo.

Non-virialized dark matter is considered coherent and of the form, θa(t) = θa cos ωat,
where θa = gaγγa0 is the theta angle amplitude and ωa =

mac2

h̄ is the effective axion scalar
field angular frequency, which is equivalent to the axion mass, ma. The rms amplitude of
the signal is easily calculated in the time domain to be,

〈
θ2

a

〉
=

1
T

ˆ T

0
θ2

a cos2 ωat dt =
θ2

a
2

; T =
2π

ωa
. (4)

However, when we search for galactic halo dark matter axions, we expect a specific
signal in the form of narrow band noise due to the predicted virialization, which is of the
form shown in Figure 1, with a narrowband spectral density, SΘ( f ), in units theta angle
squared per Hz. In this case the root mean square of the axion theta angle is given by [90],〈

θ2
a

〉
=

ˆ +∞

−∞

dω

2π
|SΘ(ω, ωa)|2. (5)

Figure 1. Approximation of a virialized dark matter axion as a narrow band noise source with an
effective Q-factor of Qa ∼ fa

∆ fa
. In actual fact it takes on a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, here it is

approximated as a Lorentzian distribution.

Note, if we substitute in the Fourier transform of the coherent cosine wave we attain the
same value as Equation (4). However, it has been shown in some circumstance Equation (5)
needs to be used. For example, if the instrument detecting the axion has a narrower
bandwidth than the virialized axion itself [90]. Because of the high coherence of the axion,
it is usual that the spectral density of instrument noise will be broad compared to the axion.
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In this case we may use the Dicke radiometer equation [91]. If the axion coherence time is
given by, τa =

Qa
fa

= 1
∆ fa

, then for measurement times, t > τa, we obtain the following SNR,

√
SNR =

K〈θa〉t
1
4 τ

1
4

a√
SON

=
〈θa〉t

1
4 τ

1
4

a√
SθN

. (6)

For short measurement times, t < τa, we may substitute t
1
4 τ

1
4

a → t
1
2 . The strength of

the signal in terms of 〈θa〉, naturally depends on dark matter density, ρa, and assuming that
the axion is more narrow band than the detector, this is given by,

〈θa〉 =
√
〈θ2

a〉 = gaγγ

√
ρac3

ωa
. (7)

Given that τa =
106

fa
we can write the instrument signal to noise ratio to virialized dark

matter axions as,

√
SNR = gaγγ

√
ρac3 t

1
4

(
106

fa

) 1
4

2π fa
√

SθN

. (8)

Thus, we have succeeded in writing the SNR of a axion haloscope in terms of the
axion-photon theta angle spectral density of noise,

√
SθN . This is general for any axion

haloscope which utilises the axion-photon anomaly. If the axion detector is more narrow
band than the signal it is detecting, this means there is a modification of the value of
〈θa〉 [90], not

√
SθN , as the latter is independent of the signal.

In principle there can be more than one component of noise, for example the Nyquist
noise generated from the resonator and amplifier. In this case the noise sources should be
added in quadrature, assuming i noise sources this can be written as,√

SθN ( f ) =
√

∑
i

S2
θNi

( f ) =
1
|KO |

√
∑

i
S2
ONi

( f ), (9)

3. Comparison of Resonant Cavity Haloscopes

In this section, we calculate and compare the spectral sensitivity of some resonant
cavity axion haloscopes. A cavity resonator can be either modelled as a series LCR circuit
driven by a voltage source or a parallel LCR circuit driven by a current source [92–94].
The parallel equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2, where the coupling, β1 is defined as

the impedance ratio β1 = R1
R0

, the resonant frequency as ω1 =
√

1
L1C1

and loaded Q-factor

Q1 = (R1 ‖ R0)
√

C1
L1

. The masurement observable is the square root power
√

Pa created in
the resonant cavity haloscope due to the axion, so Equation (1) may be written as [95],

√
Pa = KRCH〈θa〉. (10)

In terms of the microwave parameters, the effective transduction, KRCH , which in-
cludes the resonant Lorentzian line-shape, may be written as [15,41,90,95],

KRCH =

√
β1ωaQL1ε0VC01cB0√

1 + β1

√
1 + 4Q2

1(
ωa−ω1

ωa
)2

. (11)

Here, V is the cavity volume, C01 the cavity-axion form factor, and B0 the DC magnetic
field strength applied to the cavity. Furthermore, we define the noise spectral density of
power fluctuations in the haloscope. For the resonant cavity there are two major terms
(see Figure 2). First, the noise power dominated by thermal noise in the resonator mode of
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effective temperature, T1, the second is the noise temperature of the first amplifier, Tamp,
which occurs after the resonator, given by

PN ∼
4β1

(β1 + 1)2
(

1 + 4Q2
L1
(ωa−ω1

ωa

)2
) kBT1

2
+

kBTamp

2
. (12)

Figure 2. Schematic of a resonant cavity haloscope (above) and equivalent circuit (below). Resonant
conversion of the axion mixing with the DC magnetic field, B0 ẑ, creates a photon of frequency fa near

the cavity resonance frequency, f1. The observable signal,
√

Pa =
√

Re(Ṽa Ĩa) Equation (10) competes
with the thermal noise sources given in Equation (12).

Thus, we have two noise sources (i = 2) that can be added in quadrature as presented
in Equation (9), so that the spectral theta angle sensitivity becomes,

√
SθRCH =

√
kBµ0

B0
√

QL1VC01ωa

√
2T1

(β1 + 1)
+

Tamp(β1 + 1)
2β1

(
1 + 4Q2

L1
(ωa −ω1

ωa

)2
)

. (13)

Note, in general other noise terms exist due to reflections and back action from the
amplifier, and interference from thermal noise from any circulators between the cavity and
amplifier. However, these noise sources effectively modify either the narrow or broad band
noise terms, and thus the effective noise temperature, which is determined experimentally.
The first term under the square root sign is the noise temperature due to the Nyquist noise
in the resonator, and is a broadband, as the axion signal and this noise term see the same
transfer function. The second term is the Nyquist noise added in series, which is dominated
by the amplifier and restricts the sensitivity to be around the resonance frequency. The
lower this term the bigger the detector bandwidth without tuning, given in (14).

In the most recent run of ADMX [96], QL1 = 8× 104, V = 136 L, B0 = 7.5 Tesla,
C01 ∼ 0.4, T1 = 150 mK, Tamp = 450 mK and β1 > 2, so KRCH ∼ 106

√
fa. The calculated

spectral sensitivity is plotted in Figure 3 close to 700 MHz, showing the thermal noise
from the cavity (broadband noise component), while noise from the amplifier, causes
the sensitivity to be narrow band. In contrast, in the most recent run of ORGAN [97],
QL1 = 3.5× 103, V = 60 millilitres, B0 = 11.5 Tesla, C01 ∼ 0.4, T1 = 5.2 K, Tamp = 5.3 K
and β1 > 2, so KRCH = 6.5× 103

√
fa. The calculated spectral sensitivity is plotted in

Figure 3 close to 15.75 GHz. From the spectral plots, one can notice the effective bandwidth
of the detector while not tuning can be much larger than the cavity bandwidth if the
cavity Nyquist noise dominates, and equal to the bandwidth of the resonator if the series
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amplifier noise dominates. Following the same technique for resonant bars gravitational
wave detectors, the effective bandwidth, ∆ fRCH , may be calculated from [98],

∆ fRCH = SθRCH ( f1)

ˆ ∞

0

1
SθRCH ( f )

d f . (14)

Figure 3. Estimated spectral sensitivity for ADMX (left) and ORGAN (middle) from their latest
experimental runs [96,97]. The blue lines shows the cavity thermal noise from the first term in
Equation (13) and is broadband. The black dashed curves give the amplifier noise, the second term
in Equation (13) and is narrowband. The green curve gives the total noise from the total value of
Equation (13), note the amplifier noise dominates off-resonance. Only close to resonance is the cavity
thermal noise significant, at this frequency the sum of the two effective noise temperatures adds to
limit the sensitivity. This is highlighted for ORGAN (right), which shows a close up near resonance.

Applying (14) to ADMX and ORGAN, the effective detector bandwidths can be
calculated to be 15.87 kHz and 7.1 MHz, respectively, compared to the resonator bandwidths
of 8.75 kHz and 4.5 MHz. The detector bandwidth limits the sensitivity when spectral
components of the signal lie outside the detector bandwidth. For example, if a transient
axion or HFGW pulse strikes the detector with signal strength Θa(jω) per Hz, central
frequency f1, signal bandwidth of ∆ fS and pulse width of 1

∆ fS
, then the sensitivity of

detection if ∆ fS < ∆ fRCH with SNR = 1 and assuming an optimal filter [98] is 〈θ〉 =√
∆ fSSθRCH

( f1)

2 . However, if ∆ fS > ∆ fRCH the sensitivity of detection with SNR = 1 is

〈θ〉 =
∆ fS

√
SθRCH

( f1)

2
√

∆ fRCH
, so the sensitivity of detection of the narrow band detector with respect

to the broadband detector is degraded by the factor of
√

∆ fS
∆ fRCH

. If the source is continuous
(not transient), then tuning the resonant haloscope to some extent can compensate for
its non-broadband nature, but is more complicated and beyond the scope of this work
to discuss.

4. Comparison of Broadband Reactive Haloscopes

Broadband reactive haloscopes typically search for axions below 10 MHz or 4× 10−8 eV.
The most common are inductive, which couple through the axion current. Established
examples include SHAFT [76] and ABRACADABRA [51] (ABRA for short). Broad band
signals occur when the axion velocity is order of the speed of light, in contrast galactic halo
axions are considered non-relativistic [44,99]. Some possible strategies which could lead
to the detection for such broadband signals had been discussed in [100], which can have
significant advantage over the narrow band detectors when searching for such signals.

4.1. ABRACADABRA

The observable for the ABRA experiment is the axion induced magnetic flux, Φa seen
by the pick up coil, and is given by

|Φa|2 =
ω2

a
c2 V2G2

V B2
max〈θ0〉2. (15)
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Here V is the magnet volume, GV is the geometric factor that relates the volume to the
maximum value of magnetic field in the toroid. Thus, using a sensitive SQUID amplifier in
the readout means the transduction from axion theta angle to the magnetic flux observable
is given by,

KABRA =
ωa

c
VGV Bmax

Min
LT

. (16)

Here LT is the total inductance of the pick up coil and the SQUID input impedance
and Min is the mutual inductance between the input inductance and the SQUID, so the
axion transduction (16) includes an effective transformer gain of Min

LT
. The latest experiment

has the following design values, GV = 0.032, Bmax = 1 T, V = 890× 10−6 m3, LT = 800 nH,
Min = 2.5 nH so the axion transduction becomes, KABRA = 1.9× 10−15 fa Wb.

The SQUID flux noise,
√

Sφφ Wb/
√

Hz is commonly represented in terms of the flux
quanta, Φ0 = h

2e = 2.0678× 10−15 Wb. Fitting the flux noise to the experiment between

70 kHz to 2 MHz [51] we obtain
√

SφφABRA
∼ Φ010−6

√
0.2 + 5×1010

f 2
a

. The spectral theta

angle per root Hz can be determined to be,

√
SθABRA =

cLT
√

SφφABRA

ωaVGV BmaxMin
. (17)

Thus, for the most recent configuration the spectral axion sensitivity becomes
√

SθABRA =

1.1× 10−6
√

0.2 f−2
a + 5× 1010 f−4

a between 70 kHz to 2 MHz, which is plotted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Estimated spectral sensitivity for the broadband haloscopes ABRACADABRA (black) and
SHAFT (green) based on data in its latest experimental runs [51,76].

4.2. SHAFT

The SHAFT experiment also makes use of toroidal magnets but uses permeable
cores to enhance the magnetic field at the centre of the magnet and hence enhance the
sensitivity. Furthermore, the experiment utilises two detection channels to help veto
spurious detections. The transduction of the SHAFT experiment is given by,

KSHAFT =
ωa

c
Ve f f Bmax

Np Min

LT
. (18)

Here Ve f f replaces VGV in (16) and the pick up coil has more than one turn (Np).
In this experiment the total inductance includes the inductance of the twisted pair (Ltp),
so LT = Lp + Ltp + Lin given that Np = 6, Lp = 3.32 µH, Ltp = 0.1 µH, Lin = 1.8 µH,
Min = 8.6 nH, Bmax = 1.51 T, and Ve f f = 10.3× 10−6, then KSHAFT = 3.2× 10−15 fa Wb,
1.7 times bigger than ABRA.

The SQUID flux noise in SHAFT is inferred from the magnetic flux density, fit-
ting to these experimental results between 2 kHz to 6 MHz, we obtain,

√
SφφSHAFT

∼
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Φ010−6
√

0.688 + 1.76× 1030 f−8
a + 3.48× 10−26 f 4

a . The spectral theta angle per root Hz for
SHAFT can thus be determined to be,√

SθSHAFT =
cLT

√
SφφSHAFT

ωaVe f f BmaxNp Min
. (19)

Thus, for the most recent configuration the spectral axion sensitivity between 2 kHz

to 6 MHz, becomes
√

SθSHAFT ∼ 6.4 × 10−7
√

0.688 f−2
a 1.76× 1030 f−10

a + 3.48× 10−26 f 2
a ,

which is plotted in Figure 4. This shows that SHAFT has both a larger transduction from
axion to magnetic flux and a lower noise readout compared to ABRA.

5. Axion Detectors in the 1–500 MHz Band

ABRA and SHAFT currently only go up to a few MHz in frequency, while the lowest
frequency that ADMX put limits on is around 500 MHz. In between only ADMX-SLIC has
put significant limits in a narrow band of 42–43 MHz [101]. There are various forms of cavity
haloscope experiments proposed to search this mass range, and it is possible that DFSZ
sensitivity will be achieved in the 100–500 MHz range using novel cavity designs [102].
From a few MHz to above a 100 MHz, another option is to implement the dual mode
technique [78], which uses an oscillating background field rather than a DC background
field with prototype experiments already demonstrated. This type of detector has also
been proposed as a technique to search for ultra high frequency gravitational waves [103].
Astrophysical sources and detection of gravitational waves above a MHz is relatively
unexplored, and the use of axion haloscopes to search for gravitational waves at these
frequencies is thought to be a unique opportunity to probe the physics of the very early
Universe, as well as beyond standard model physics [7].

5.1. Resonant Upconversion Haloscopes

The upconversion technique usually uses two modes in the same resonant cavity, a
background mode, which we label with subscript 0, and a readout mode, which we label
with subscript 1, with a necessary non zero overlap between the modes over the cavity
volume (Vcav), defined by, ξ10 = 1

Vcav

´
e1 · b0dτ, where e1 is the electric field unit vector of

the readout mode and b0 is the magnetic field unit vector of the background mode [62].
This technique allows the upconversion of the axion to the carrier frequency of the readout
mode and allows the use of high-Q cavities instead of large magnetic fields, and allows
search for axions in the frequency range ωa << ω1. This technique was first proposed
in [62], and showed that a putative dark matter axion back ground would perturb the
frequency (or phase) and amplitude (or power) of the readout mode. The former we call
the “frequency technique” and the later the “power technique”.

The first prototype experiment of the “frequency technique” has already been per-
formed [78], which looked for phase or frequency variations impinged on the read out
oscillator. Other variations of the “power technique” have recently been proposed [74,75,
104,105] and performed [106], which excite only the background mode, then look for power
generated at the readout mode frequency. In addition, recently a new way to implement the
upconversion power technique has been proposed, where a mode with non-zero helicity
acts as its own background mode, but is only sensitive to amplitude modulations due
to ultra-light axions within the resonator bandwidth [107], which is in the regime where
the dual-mode upconversion haloscope becomes hard to implement. In this section, we
calculate the spectral sensitivity of these techniques.

5.1.1. Dual-Mode Power Observable

For the power upconversion haloscope the observable is the square root power
√

P1,
of the readout mode so the transduction equation given by (1) is of the form,√

P1 = KPuc〈θa〉, (20)
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with the effective transduction thus given by [106],

KPuc =
ξ102
√

2ωa
√

β0QL0β1QL1P0inc
√

ω1ω0
√

1 + β1(β0 + 1)
√

1 + 4Q2
L1
( δωa

ω1

)2
, (21)

where we define δωa = ω1 + ωa −ω0, so when δωa = 0 then ωa = ω0 −ω1 and the axion
induced power is upconverted to the frequency, ω1. Thus, δωa defines the detuning of the
induced power with respect to the readout mode frequency.

The noise power is similar to the resonant cavity haloscopes and dominated by thermal
noise in the readout mode resonator of effective temperature, T1 and the noise temperature
of the first amplifier, Tamp after the read out mode, and is given by [108],

PN ∼
4β1

(β1 + 1)2
(

1 + 4Q2
L1
( δωa

ω1

)2
) kBT1

2
+

kBTamp

2
. (22)

In the case β1 ∼ 1 and δωa ∼ 0 then PN ∼
kB(T1+Tamp)

2 . Thus, from (2), the spectral
sensitivity is given by,

√
SθPuc =

√
ω0ω1

√
kB(1 + β0)

2ξ10ωa
√

2
√

β1QL1β0QL0P0inc

√
2T1β1

(β1 + 1)
+

Tamp(β1 + 1)
2

(
1 + 4Q2

L1
( δωa

ωa

)2
)

. (23)

5.1.2. Dual-Mode Frequency Observable

For the frequency upconversion haloscope the observable is the rms fractional fre-
quency fluctuations 〈 δω1

ω1
〉, so the transduction equation given by (1) is of the form,

〈 δω1

ω1
〉 = Kωuc 〈θa〉, (24)

with the effective transduction thus given by [106],

Kωuc =
1
2

ωa√
ω1ω0

√
β0(β1 + 1)

√
QL0√

β1
√

QL1(β0 + 1)

√
P0inc
P1inc

|ξ10| (25)

The lowest noise oscillators are frequency stabilized by a phase detection scheme,
which in principle is limited by the effective readout system noise temperature TRS of
the internal phase detector (includes the amplifier noise temperature), which is close to
ambient temperature for a well-designed system [109–111], and in such a case the oscillator
noise will be, √

Sy1 =

√
kbTRS√

2QL1
√

P1inc

(1 + β1)

2β1

√
1 + 4Q2

L1

(
δωa

ω1

)2
, (26)

where P1inc is power incident on the input port to the readout mode.
Thus, from (2), the spectral sensitivity is given by,

√
Sθωuc

=

√
ω0ω1

ωa

√
kB(1 + β0)

ξ102
√

2
√

β1QL1β0QL0P0inc

√
TRS(β1 + 1)

2

(
1 + 4Q2

L1
( δωa

ωa

)2
)

, (27)

which is of similar form to (23) without the broadband term. The broad band term is due
to Nyquist fluctuations within the resonator and sees the same cavity transfer function as
the signal and may be added in as a second term in a similar way to the power scheme to
give the same broadband term. Thus, the frequency and power technique effectively give a
similar spectral sensitivity and depend on the noise temperature of the system.

To calculate the likely sensitivity we implementing Equation (23), and assume the use
of a superconducting cavity in a dilution refrigerator. This will enable Q-factors of 107–1011,
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depending on the superconducting surface resistance [112,113], and assuming cavity and
amplifier noise temperatures similar to that of the ADMX experiment (T1 = 150 mK and
Tamp = 450 mK), the achievable spectral theta angle sensitivity is plotted in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Estimated spectral sensitivity for the dual-mode upconversion cavity haloscope. The purple
line gives the sensitivity when the readout mode is tuned to 100 MHz away from the background
mode, assumed in these simulations to be 1 GHz. The blue curves show the locus of achievable
sensitivity as the mode is tuned for a range of cavity mode Q-factors, which have been achieved in
prior work using superconducting cavities [112,113].

5.1.3. Single-Mode Anyon Haloscope

The anyon cavity resonator and its sensitivity to axions has been detailed in [107]. This
system is of similar to the dual-mode upconversion haloscope except only a single mode
with non-zero helicity is required, defined by,

Hp =
2 Im[

´
Bp(~r) · E∗p(~r) dτ]√´

Ep(~r) · E∗p(~r) dτ
´

Bp(~r) · B∗p(~r) dτ
, (28)

where Ep(~r) and Bp(~r) are the respective mode electric and magnetic field vector phasor
amplitudes. The signal to noise ratio for coupling of axions to modes with non zero helicity
have been shown to be of the form [107],

SNR =
gaγγβp|Hp|√

2(1 + βp)

Qp√
1 + 4Q2

p(
ωa
ωp

)2

(
106t
ωa

) 1
4√

ρac3

ωp
√

Sam
, (29)

where ωp is the mode frequency, βp the mode coupling, Qp the loaded Q-factor, and Sam
represents the spectral density of the pump oscillator amplitude fluctuations driving the
helical mode. Comparing with Equation (8) we identify the transduction with respect to
amplitude modulated sidebands to be,

Kanyon =
βp√

2(1 + βp)

Qp√
1 + 4Q2

p(
ωa
ωp

)2

(ωa

ωp

)
|Hp|, (30)

and thus the spectral strain per root Hz for the anyon haloscope to be,

√
Sθanyon =

√
2(1 + βp)

βp

√
1 + 4Q2

p(
ωa
ωp

)2

Qp

(ωp

ωa

)√
Sam, (31)

which is plotted in Figure 6 for achievable experimental values, βp = 1, |Hp| = 1, ωp/2π =
1 GHz, and amplitude noise Sam = −160 dBc/Hz [114]. Cavity Q-factors Qp are calculated
from mode geometry factors, Gm = QpRs, where Rs is the surface resistance [107,112,113].
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Figure 6. Estimated spectral sensitivity for the anyon upconversion cavity haloscope for a range of
cavity mode Q-factors. The anyon cavity has a greater Q-factor per surface resistance of material, so
based on what has been achieved in prior work up to 1013 may be possible [107].

6. Axion Haloscope Sensitivity to Gravitational Waves

Recent research has shown that axion dark matter detectors, which utilise the photon
chiral anomaly to convert axions into photons are also sensitive to gravitational waves
through the inverse Gertsenshtein effect [17,18,103]. Assuming, hg ∼ θa, we may com-
pare the instrument spectral sensitivity of axion haloscope detectors to current operating
detectors such as LIGO [3] and MAGE: Multi-mode Acoustic Gravitational-wave Experi-
ment [9,115]. This comparison is shown in Figure 7, and if the proportionality between hg
and θa is not exactly unity for an axion halosope, then the axion haloscope sensitivity to
gravitational waves may be simply adjusted by this factor.

Figure 7. Instrument spectral sensitivity,
√

Sh for the LIGO (10 Hz–4 kHz) [3] and MAGE (4.99
and 5.5 MHz) [8,9] gravitational wave detectors, compared with instrument spectral sensitivity,√

Sθ , for operational axion detectors, SHAFT (2 kHz–6MHz) [76], ABRA (70 kHz–2MHz) [51],
ADMX (0.5–1.2 GHz) [96] and ORGAN (15.2–16.2 GHz and 26.53 GHz) [52,97]. We also compare
the sensitivity to predictions for

√
Sθ for the future UPLOAD cryogenic experiment [78], which will

overlap with frequencies from the MAGE experiment.

7. Discussion

The gravity wave community usually characterise the instrument sensitivity of their
detectors by determining the spectral strain sensitivity of the detectors. This allowed in the
past for narrow band resonant bar gravitational antenna to be compared to broadband laser
interferometer detectors. We have introduced a similar way of characterising the spectral
sensitivity of axion haloscopes, so that broadband reactive haloscopes may be compared to
resonant cavity haloscopes without considering the form of the axion dark matter signal.
Since it has been shown that axion haloscopes are also sensitive to gravitational waves, we
have used this technique to get an idea of the instrument sensitivity to gravitational waves
by comparing them together as shown in Figure 7. This has shown that axion detectors
have the capability of searching for high frequency gravitational waves, and in the MHz
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band offer a way to correlate between detectors of different type, such as comparisons of
UPLOAD with MAGE or the Fermilab Holometer [10]. However, the question remains,
are these detectors sensitive enough to detect high frequency gravitational waves? Unlike
LIGO, which regularily detects sources in the 100 Hz–1 kHz band, there is a lack of standard
sources higher than MHz frequencies. However, exploring these frequencies gives us a
chance to explore beyond standard model physics, as outlined in the past [4], and a
recent white paper on the subject [7]. Furthermore, existing and future data from axion
detectors can be used to search for HFGWs by just implementing different optimal filters or
templates, so the cost of this search only requires additional effort on the data analysis side,
and constructing new detectors is not necessary for initial searches at these frequencies.
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